
In the following pages we will discuss the approach and systems that together make up the process called Continuous 
Integration. This document is written for IT management who are looking to improve the quality of the software product or 
application their teams build.
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Software development continues to grow increasingly more complex. Even when dealing with dynamic languages like PHP, the 
systems being built today dwarf the systems of even �ve years ago. Many development teams however have not upgraded their 
development process and systems to meet the new demands. Today’s teams must be well versed in the best practices of 
software development like source code control, unit testing, integration testing and documentation. These practices, when 
coupled together, form the basis of a Continuous Integration (CI) system. 

Continuous Integration is a term coined by Martin Fowler in a paper by the same name.

When multiple developers work in an integrated environment for the same software, it is obvious that the code can be messed 
up or overwritten by other people and hence the functionality can be broken.

The developers will generally take a copy of source code into their systems for further development. On a de�ned timeframe 
developers will check in their �les. This may result in code complication problems, source code con�ict and unit test failure in the 
repository.

Continuous Integration is a software development practice where members of a team integrate their work 
frequently; usually each person integrates at least daily - leading to multiple integrations per day. Every integration 
is veri�ed by an automated build (including test) to detect integration errors as quickly as possible. Many teams 
�nd that this approach leads to signi�cantly reduced integration problems and allows a team to develop cohesive 
software more rapidly"- Martin Fowler

Introduction

Ideally each developer should check-out the latest code from repository, integrate it with their source code, build and run all unit 
tests before they check-in any code into the repository to ensure the stability of the build. This is an unorganized process with 
respect to the developers. They may miss to do the build every time. To avoid the manual errors, automated builds have been 
introduced. 
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CI helps in such scenario to ensure that the checked-in source code doesn't make any problems like broken code, unit test failure 
etc. Below are the potential problems that may occur if CI is not there in a project:

Code

Broken code injection – there may be 
broken code in the repository which 
may merge to the developer’s 
machine while synchronize with 
repository and this results in injection 
of defects.

Unit Test

Unit test failure – Test cases fail if 
somebody check-in improper code. 

Synchronization

Code Merge – Developer may not 
realize the code checked-in by them is 
having compilation error.

Build

Broken build – It is a serious issue 
when there is code checked-in to 
repository with compilation errors. 
Nobody will be able to run the appli-
cation unless and until the compila-
tion issue is resolved. But they will 
only come to know when individual 
do the build. 

The diagram below shows the product life cycle after the successful implementation of Continuous Integration.
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Agile Development and CI

In agile development, developers develop and check-in very frequently and it demands availability of working software every 
time. Agile equip to build the product incrementally and improve it as move on.

CI in Agile development is helpful to minimize the duration and e�ort required by each integration episode and will be able to 
deliver "at any moment" a product version suitable for release.

CI is more suitable for agile development and is introduced to address few problems in agile development.



Key Elements of CI

A CI system usually consists of the following key elements:

Maintain a single repository

All developers check in code to a 
single repository from where the build 
has been taken periodically and look 
for errors.

Automate the build

The build process is automated to 
avoid manual errors in taking build. 
This helps people to get a better, 
faster and periodic build. 

Dashboard display on build 
reports to everybody

All the builds happening on the server 
will be tracked and logged along with 
build report. This can be made 
available on a public dashboard 
where all the relevant people can have 
look at the reports. 

Self-tested builds

 A good way to catch bugs more 
quickly and e�ciently is to include 
automated tests in the build process. 
The automated tests will run along 
with the build so that the builds 
become self-tested.

Each developer commits the code 
to main repo every day

The developers practice daily check-in 
to the repository at the end of the day. 
This helps other developers to 
integrate the code on a daily basis 
which more e�cient than one time 
integration.

Latest deployable build is available 
to everyone all the time

A periodic build happens from the 
latest available source code and it 
creates deployable build which is 
available to everyone.

Code quality is one of the major areas of concern in many of the software products. The quality issues results in huge mainte-
nance activities which consumes lot of time and cost. To resolve this, code review is being practiced in the development phase 
of software. However, manual review has its own disadvantages like issues in documentation of code, lack of visibility of the code 
issues to all stakeholders, challenges in maintaining history of code quality and last but not the least the time consuming process 
which leads to delay in delivery.

To avoid the above stated problems, continuous code review process can be automated. There are tools like PMD, FindBugs 
available in the market to automate code review. This can be plugged into the CI process so that source code will be automatical-
ly reviewed along with build process.

Automated Code review

The Add-on’s of CI

Test driven development is one the important factor of extreme programming. Developers write test �rst and then develop code 
until all the written test cases are passed. This improves the code quality to a great extent and ensures that all the developed 
functionalities in the software are fully functional. TDD also helps to identify the defects faster. Automated test cases can be 
hooked into the CI process and it runs on every build. 

Automated test case execution

The working software should be released on the desired environments properly with all the parameters accurately con�gured. 
This is another error-prone area where deployment can be broken because of the wrong con�guration of parameters or improp-
er deployment. 

Release Automation
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Tools and frameworks that supports CI

The deployment process can be automated and plugged to the CI so that once after the successful build, it will be deployed into 
the provided environment.

Hudson is a continuous integration (CI) tool written in Java, which runs in a servlet container, such as Apache Tomcat or the Glass-
Fish application server. It supports SCM tools including CVS, Subversion, Git, Perforce, Clearcase and RTC, and can execute 
Apache Ant and Apache Maven based projects, as well as arbitrary shell scripts and Windows batch commands.

Hudson

CruiseControl is a Java-based framework for a continuous build process. It includes, but is not limited to, plugins for email noti�-
cation, Ant, and various source control tools. A web interface is provided to view the details of the current and previous builds. It 
allows one to perform a continuous integration of any software development process.

CruiseControl

Jenkins provides continuous integration services for software development. It is a server-based system running in a servlet 
container such as Apache Tomcat. The project was forked from Hudson. 

 Jenkins
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Aspire follows an approach called “ProducteeringTM” to build products better, faster and 
innovate continuously. CI is one of the elements of Producteering that helps the team to 
excel on the engineering side.

Aspire uses CI for the projects e�ectively. We also integrate automated code review, test cases and deployment along with CI. We 
ensure that every deliverable to the customer is processed through CI.  Aspire uses the following tools to perform Continuous 
Integration:

CI - Aspire’s approach

Using as CI Tool and integration platform for all other tools for code review, unit test etc., Jenkins also provides 
plugins to deploy the build to di�erent servers.

 Jenkins 

Sonar is the automated code review tool which has built-in PMD and FindBugs tools integrated. Sonar generates an 
extensive code review report and dashboard of information about code quality and test coverage.

Sonar  

Creates unit tests using JUnits and automate it along with build process to ensure the functional coverage.

The diagram below represents the process of Aspire’s approach to CI using the tools mentioned above and our Technical Health 
Index process.
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ProducteeringTM approach has a 
set of principles and practices, 
driven by the right people and 
supported by the right platforms.

-

-
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Conclusion

About Author

From a technical perspective, CI helps teams work more e�ciently. These teams can be cross-functional and develop software 
that works together. They can be geographically distributed, because the constant integration work will ensure that you don't 
get deviating codes. People can work on a large team, because the di�erent components of a complex system will more assured-
ly work together. It solves many of the early pitfalls that these non-traditional agile teams might have experienced without CI. 

From a business perspective, CI o�ers better business results by allowing teams to have their cake and eat it too. That is, they can 
bring products to market faster, by �nding issues early rather than at a later stage when they are large and more di�cult to �x. 
They can also respond better to requirements that are introduced while the product is being developed. This creates a better 
product for the customer, which is the real promise of agility.

Sajeev Sreekantan is part of Java delivery unit. He has over 10 years of experience in IT industry and has performed various roles 
that cover complete software development life-cycle, and has also been consultant on Java/J2EE solutions to multinational 
companies. He is highly passionate about technologies and tools.
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Aspire Systems is a global technology services �rm serving as a trusted technology partner for our customers. We work with 
some of the world's most innovative enterprises and independent software vendors, helping them leverage technology and 
outsourcing in our speci�c areas of expertise. Our services include Product Engineering, Enterprise Transformation, Indepen-
dent Testing Services and IT Infrastructure Support services

Our core philosophy of "Attention. Always." communicates our belief in lavishing care and attention on our customers and 
employees.
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